This information is available free of charge in
electronic, audio, Braille and large print versions, on
request.
For assistance in understanding or reading this
document or specific information about this Agenda
or on the “Public Participation” initiative please call
Democratic Services on 01629 761133 or e-mail
committee@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
17 October 2018
To:

All Councillors

As a Member of the Commercial Board, please treat this as your summons to attend a
meeting on Thursday 25 October 2018 at 6.00pm in the COUNCIL CHAMBER, TOWN
HALL, MATLOCK.
Yours sincerely

Sandra Lamb
Head of Corporate Services

AGENDA
1.

APOLOGIES/SUBSTITUTES
Please
advise
Democratic
Services
on
01629
761133
committee@derbyshiredales.gov.uk of any apologies for absence.

2.

or

e-mail

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
18 July 2018

3.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
To enable members of the public to ask questions, express views or present
petitions, IF NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN, (by telephone, in writing or by electronic
mail) BY NO LATER THAN 12 NOON OF THE DAY PRECEDING THE MEETING.

4.

INTERESTS
Members are required to declare the existence and nature of any interests they may
have in subsequent agenda items in accordance with the District Council’s Code of
Conduct. Those interests are matters that relate to money or that which can be
valued in money, affecting the Member her/his partner, extended family and close
friends. Interests that become apparent at a later stage in the proceedings may be
declared at that time.

5.

QUESTIONS (RULE OF PROCEDURE 15)
Questions, if any, from Members who have given notice.
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Page Nos.
6.

PROPOSALS FOR A JOINT VENTURE – PUBLIC CONSULTATION
RESPONSE

3 - 11

To consider a report presenting the responses to the public consultation
on the potential for the District Council to enter into a joint venture with
the private sector as a vehicle to better manage the Council’s property
portfolio.
7.

ALTERNATIVE USE OF ASSETS – PUBLIC CONVENIENCES

12 - 61

To consider the findings of business cases outlining the viability of
options to develop or dispose of assets formerly and currently used
public conveniences.
8.

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC AND PRESS
At this point the Committee will consider excluding the public and press
from the meeting for the remaining item of business for the reason
shown in italics.
(The report contains information which is legally privileged. To disclose
the information to the public may place the Council at a disadvantage in
any legal proceedings and is therefore not in the public interest to
disclose.)

9.

COMMERCIALISATION – ADVICE ON DELIVERY OPTIONS

62 - 98

This report feeds back on legal advice requested by the Board at its last
meeting, with recommended actions.

Members of the Committee – Councillors Albert Catt (C), Richard FitzHerbert, Steve
Flitter, Mike Ratcliffe (V), Lewis Rose, OBE, Andrew Shirley
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Item No. 6

COMMERCIAL BOARD
25 OCTOBER 2018
Report of the Chief Executive

PROPOSALS FOR A JOINT VENTURE – PUBLIC CONSULTATION RESPONSE
PURPOSE OF REPORT
This report presents the responses to the public consultation on the potential for the
District Council to enter into a joint venture with the private sector as a vehicle to better
manage the Council’s property portfolio.
RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the Board notes that the results of the public consultation response accords with
its provisional view that a mixed approach to delivery is in the Council’s wider
interests and that the responses are taken into account in determining its approach to
the future management of the District Council’s land and property assets.

WARDS AFFECTED
All Wards
STRATEGIC LINK
The ability of the Council to deliver on its priorities and targets and deliver the services
important to residents’ well-being is dependent on the future financial viability of the
Council and the work undertaken to secure that position.

1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

At is meeting on 18th July, the Board considered a report on the principle of
establishing a potential joint venture with a private company in order to better
manage the District Council’s land and further its corporate aims for affordable
housing, employment and regeneration needs. In consideration of this matter, the
Board also had regard to recent case law in 2018 which established that before
making a decision to form a joint venture, the District Council was required to
consult whilst the proposal is still in its formative stage and to explain the reasons
for the proposal. The Board resolved that a 6 week period of public consultation be
undertaken on the draft proposals and the reasoning to form a joint venture.

1.2

On 3rd September 2018, a 6 week period of public consultation commenced in the
form of an online survey published on the Council’s website and supported by
formal presentations at the Area Forum meetings held in Matlock (10th September),
Bakewell (18th September) and Ashbourne (25th September).
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1.3

A total of 89 responses were received to the consultation. A summary of the
responses is attached at Appendix 1.

1.4

The consultation invited responses to four potential delivery options:
Option A – Managing Assets In-House

1.5

This is the traditional option of the Council continuing to manage our property and
assets in-house on an individual basis through our own staffing and financial
resources.
Advantages:
•
•
•

All decisions made by the District Council
All risks managed by the District Council
All income retained by the District Council

Disadvantages:
•
•
•
•

Limited capacity to deliver significant projects
Limited access to external expertise or market intelligence
Limited funding available without external borrowing
Requires high level resource at planning and implementation stages

Option B – Development Partnership via Tender Procurement
1.6

This option would involve the Council entering into a partnership agreement with a
private sector developer who would provide professional services and expertise to
help us maximise the benefit of particular sites or schemes as required.
Advantages:
•
•
•
•

Increased access to market intelligence and expertise
Increased access to staffing and financial resources
Access to private sector funding streams
Development costs and risks shared

Disadvantages :
•
•
•

Development costs and profit shared with the developer
Contractual relationship with developer limits flexibility
Development schemes dictated by the market rather than local need

Option C – Developer Partnership
1.7

This option would involve the creation of a formal partnership with a private body to
create a business, probably taking the form of a Limited Liability Partnership. This
model would enable us to transfer assets into the partnership and in return the
Partnership would use its expertise and resources to develop the assets on our
behalf. All profits would be shared.
Advantages:
•
•

Access to significant levels of Capital investment
Highly flexible and creative in operation
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Presents an additional option to Option A and Option B
Does not remove ability to consider other options
Allows projects to evolve and be assessed before any commitment
Baseline value remains with the council with only the added value shared
Investment of private sector funds into projects of mutual benefit.
Supports the Council in the development of its strategic review of the property
portfolio

Disadvantages:
•
•
•

Decision making would be by a Board including District Council
representatives. This may be seen as being less democratic.
The model is dependent on the District Council and the partner to reach
agreement on key decisions
This model is heavily reliant on project research and planning

Option D – A Combination Approach.
1.8

An approach where we make use all of the options to maximise the benefit to the
District.

2.

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION RESPONSES

2.1

The public were asked to rank he options from 1 to 4 with Option 1 being the option
that they preferred most and Option 4 being the option which they least preferred.

2.2

Option A (Managing Assets in-House) was the most popular with 37 responses
(43.53%), followed by Option D with 24 responses (31.17%), Option C (Developer
Partnership) with 18 responses (23.38%) and finally Option B (Development
Partnership via Tender Procurement) with 6 responses (7.89%).

2.3

The most popular option with 1st and 2nd preferences combined was Option A
(65.17) followed by Option D (61.73%), then Option C (45.68%) and finally Option B
(31.25%).

2.4

The consultation also asked whether there were any other options the District
council should consider. Whilst the responses received did not indicate any other
potential options for consideration, the responses clearly indicated a preference for
continued District Council involvement in the management of assets.

2.5

The public were also invited to submit any additional comments. 32 additional
comments were received and are outlined in full at Appendix 1

2.6

The response from the public consultation exercise did not indicate overwhelming
support for a single delivery option, moreover it supported the view that there are
different options available to the Council and that the future management of the
District Council’s land and property assets should have regard to the advantages /
disadvantages of each of these options in determining which delivery model may be
most appropriate for a particular project.

3.

RISK ASSESSMENT

3.1

Legal
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The powers available to the Council to dispose and develop land are contained in
Section 123 of the Local Government Act 1972. Contract Standing Orders regulate
the procurement and advertisement of opportunity to deliver best value.
The legal risk at this stage is therefore low.
3.2

Financial
There are no direct financial implications arising from this report.

4.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
In preparing this report, the relevance of the following factors has also been
considered: prevention of crime and disorder, equalities, environmental, climate
change, health, human rights, personnel and property.

5.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Paul Wilson - Chief Executive
telephone : 01629 761125
email : paul.wilson@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

6.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Council Report – 8th March 2018
Council Report – 30th April 2018
Commercial Board Report – 18th July 2018

7.

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix 1: Summary of Public Consultation Responses
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Appendix 1

Asset Management survey

Q1 Please rank the options from 1 and 4. With “1” being the option that
you prefer, through to “4” for the one which is your least preferred option.
Answered: 89

Skipped: 0

Option A

Option B

Option C

Option D

0

1
Option A
Option B
Option C
Option D

1

2

3

2

4

5

3

6

7

8

4

9

10

TOTAL

SCORE

43.82%
39

21.35%
19

13.48%
12

21.35%
19

89

2.88

7.50%
6

23.75%
19

32.50%
26

36.25%
29

80

2.02

24.69%
20

20.99%
17

27.16%
22

27.16%
22

81

2.43

29.63%
24

32.10%
26

23.46%
19

14.81%
12

81

2.77

1/5
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Asset Management survey

Q2 Are there any other options the District Council should consider?
Answered: 25

Skipped: 64

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Nope. Another consultation that you will ignore.

10/12/2018 6:31 PM

2

No.

9/20/2018 2:04 PM

3

Any option should see best value management of currently poorly managed resources. The
appointment of a managing agent, would be an alternative model, someone with experience of the
area and the demographic. Something none of the above models offers. Other organisations of
similar size have an in house 'land agent' with responsibility for management of assets, rent
reviews and tenancy issues, along with bringing forward opportunities to develop assets to their
potential. Another option would be to remove the assets from the council and place them in trust
with a non executive board managing them alongside a paid officer. These assets belong tho the
communities not the council and as such should be managed in such a way.

9/18/2018 9:03 AM

4

Manage it yourselves, keep the money made to reinvest and buy in selected expertise to help with
this when you need more expertise.

9/7/2018 9:10 PM

5

Consider co-opting successful local business persons on to boards to observe and offer opinions,
if not to vote.

9/7/2018 5:31 PM

6

Keep the existing management policy but obtain external expert advice as and when required for
specific projects. The LA should retain total responsibility for the management of projects. That is
what we voters vote for. We are not voting for private businesses.

9/5/2018 7:53 PM

7

Wide use of local professional expertise on a fee basis

9/5/2018 8:27 AM

8

Move to a new purpose built more economical building to house the majority of the employees. Cut
pensions.

9/5/2018 8:11 AM

9

No. All existing Council assets governed and administered in-house are essentially 100%
accountable to public scrutiny and thus to the entire community it is elected to represent. Options
B,C and D would ultimately increase costs to the community. Options B, C and D could well be
renamed as a form of PFI - the disastrously expensive Private Finance Initiative which had and has
huge costly outcomes for the NHS.

9/5/2018 6:41 AM

10

The District Council is Conservative controlled. Councillors need to feed back to their Governing
party nationally that local people have had enough of Austerity budgets and no further cuts to local
budgets will be tolerated. Our public assets should not be handed over to private companies or
used to help private companies make profit. We are told they will be shared, but they rarely are,
and taxpayers end up dumped back with the risk when these contracts and partnerships fail.

9/4/2018 10:23 PM

11

The council need to carefully consider TUPE obligations if considering options B, C, and D. The
danger is that the same staff end up in the same jobs for the same pay but a further cost is added,
third party profits.

9/4/2018 9:28 PM

12

None come readily to mind.

9/4/2018 5:49 PM

13

Use companies with specific project management experience to manage projects.

9/4/2018 4:09 PM

14

No -option D leaves the District Council with considerable flexibility, though personally I think it
would lead to insufficient strategic focus to planning any new directions.

9/4/2018 3:42 PM

15

None that I am aware of.

9/4/2018 3:39 PM

16

Are there opportunities to partner with other District Councils to use each others expertise and
resources?

9/4/2018 3:18 PM

17

External borrowing is cheap at present so don’t see this as a downside risk .

9/4/2018 2:12 PM

18

Stop

9/4/2018 1:39 PM

19

NO!

9/4/2018 12:51 PM

20

Keep developers out of local government, please.

9/4/2018 11:12 AM

trying to make excuses to privatise stuff!

2/5
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Asset Management survey
21

Get better qualified and finger on the pulse employees

9/4/2018 11:04 AM

22

No. Keep in in house and democratic

9/4/2018 11:04 AM

23

Please ignore my rankings, they are the default and I haven't a clue what they mean.

9/4/2018 10:55 AM

24

Appoint commercial staff to council with private sector experience

9/4/2018 10:51 AM

25

No, just leave things as they are don't tinker with what is working reasonably well.

9/4/2018 10:31 AM

3/5
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Asset Management survey

Q3 Any additional comments
Answered: 33

Skipped: 56

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Could DDDC provide these services if they were properly funded? Surely this is the best option?

10/4/2018 11:56 AM

2

I think the council could make more of the visitors that come - e.g. Matlock tours (inc Spa history),
area mining tours, further joining up of visitor attractions for 'tour days' (e.g. miniature railway +
tram museum).

9/23/2018 9:56 PM

3

The council should retain full power and profit from managing its assets itself.

9/20/2018 2:04 PM

4

No matter the outcome of the survey the officers will plow forward with a decision that 'suits them'

9/18/2018 9:03 AM

5

Any outside involvement risks diluting Council assets in the long term for a short term gain. Tread
carefully.

9/10/2018 8:01 AM

6

Keep it in-house. I work in the private sector and i know that profit saps money from what is
needed, inflates prices and stifles real choice.

9/7/2018 5:47 PM

7

Thanks to the District Council for consulting with residents.

9/7/2018 5:31 PM

8

A pointless consultation and one which will have a minimal response. Not that DDDC take the
public's views on these matters into account anyway. DDDC will doubtless opt for option C,
transferring public assets to private enterprise. Once again pursuing a political agenda when they
should be serving the interests of the public!

9/5/2018 11:23 PM

9

Local Authorities are not commercial enterprises. They have a DEMOCRATIC responsibility which
should over ride any other requirement. This may even incur a cost. If so this should be accepted
as a consequence of a true, transparent democracy. Local Authorities should not abdicate this
responsibility to any other form of governance no matter how it is packaged. There have been far
too many examples of disastrous partnerships with the private sector whose sole driver of
business is profit (rightly so). Anyone following the current fashion of local authority borrowing and
property acquisitions will know that this is a bubble waiting to burst. These are not the comments
of a far left individual but of a retired company director who knows how the private sector works. By
all means employ the services of the private sector eg waste disposal, parks maintenance etc but
keep the management and decision making in house.

9/5/2018 7:53 PM

10

The involvement of commercial bodies will hopefully reduce the tendency for political ringfencing of
some services, but there will be a need to retain sensitivity towards the local area. Good luck!

9/5/2018 10:02 AM

11

Democracy dictates that the District Council should not be tied to any commercial body.

9/5/2018 8:27 AM

12

This survey smacks of a leaning bias against Option A in its questions and options. There is no
mention of ‘accountability’ to the electorate, the community as an advantage.

9/5/2018 6:41 AM

13

Please remember that assets are owned by the public and the Council is their representative and
steward. Public assets should not generate profit for private companies and as a taxpayer I do not
agree to public assets making money for any body other than the Council and community however much ‘expertise’ these private companies claim to have.

9/4/2018 10:23 PM

14

Option C is written to imply there are no risks for the council. This is not the case. If assets are put
into the partnership those assets are at risk. No private sector developer would share profits
without a proportionate share of risk. If risk is contractually controlled it is in fact the same as
option B. There is a very different requirement if considering development for profit rather than
maintenance such as parks.

9/4/2018 9:28 PM

15

I think that this is quite a complex situation which will be difficult to understand for a resident. My
main concern would be to protect lands and buildings in particular Parks and Recreational areas.
It is not clear what flexibility exists to change options should your chosen way forward not deliver
as required.

9/4/2018 7:34 PM
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Asset Management survey
16

Any partner has to gain a return on their investment. With good management of in house staff,
utilising up to date managerial approaches by managers who discharge their roles in a
professional, diligent and knowledgeable manner, there should be no requirement to outsource
asset management.

9/4/2018 7:24 PM

17

Providing the Council directly employ qualified professional staff, for example RICS, their
experience, knowledge and expertise should guide the Council to making the most of its assets.
The key is to have the asset/property management function at the most senior level of
management, and for the Council to listen to and be guided by the advice.

9/4/2018 5:49 PM

18

As someone who has worked for both the public and private sector I know that the Authority could
deliver most projects but it needs to finalise the brief before it starts the project and not change it
whilst the contract is in progress.

9/4/2018 4:09 PM

19

Loss of control over assets is surely vital - and to be honest those that the District Council holds,
nor the complexity of its holdings warrants the risk of losing for ever our important local assets.

9/4/2018 3:42 PM

20

None

9/4/2018 3:39 PM

21

External borrowing is a cheap option at present and assets gain in capital even if you have
invested in their maintenance .PFI partnerships cheaper in short term in NHS are more expensive
in the long term . The council must not use short term gains to make decision that will result in long
term losses to the council and public money

9/4/2018 2:12 PM

22

This council is a waste of
space! Go and work for your mates if you do not wish to serve
the people of Matlock instead of looking for something you can steal!

9/4/2018 1:39 PM

23

Retaining ownership of land is always desirable and any option chosen must leave the decision
regarding possible disposals with the District Council

9/4/2018 1:32 PM

24

DON'T surrender our assets to any outside privare/commercial organisations. Otherwise it will all
end in tears with us, the local residents who will end up trying to pick up the pieces! NO THANKS!

9/4/2018 12:51 PM

25

Some of these may make the Matlock Community Vision initiative less viable? The Development
Partnership has risks - are they higher with this optuion than the others? (eg land is handed over,
development partners fail to invest/give up during development, effectively sterilising the land till
things are sorted out)

9/4/2018 11:23 AM

26

Use our money wisely, not on highly paid consultants. The communities have local knowledge and
ideas.

9/4/2018 11:04 AM

27

Who is going to understand any of that? Which locations are going to be at risk?

9/4/2018 10:55 AM

28

Stop giving land away well below market value to ‘partner’ private sector bodies eg westleigh
homes who makes many millions a year

9/4/2018 10:51 AM

29

It is important that operational savings are made, otherwise it just becomes a vehicle for
transferring potential profit from the public to the private sector, with no significant gain. I would
like to see some forecast of the potential operational savings to allow a better decision making
process.

9/4/2018 10:36 AM

30

This seems like backdoor privatisation which I am not in favour of.

9/4/2018 10:36 AM

31

Once the Private Sector gets involved you can guarantee services will decline and costs will
escalate. Just look at the Rail Franchises as just one example of this.

9/4/2018 10:31 AM

32

Once you "sell off" the family silver, that is, let outside influences make the decisions, it all comes
down to profit instead of safeguarding the people you are there to help.

9/3/2018 3:21 PM

33

You tax your residents heavily both directly through council tax and indirectly through things like
parking, forcing us to buy our own bin bags and erer increasing costs of other service to deliver
these services now get on and do your job. As a public sector worker it is over a decade since I
had a higher than inflation pay rise but I am still expected to deliver the same or more. It is time
the council learned the lesson you and every other public body in the country have inflicted on
your staff. Oh and option D is impossible, you cant have full LA control (option 1) and a partnership
(option 3) at the same time

9/3/2018 1:37 PM

BACK TO AGENDA
5/5
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Item No. 8

COMMERCIAL BOARD
25 OCTOBER 2018
Report of the Chief Executive

ALTERNATIVE USE OF ASSETS – PUBLIC CONVENIENCES
PURPOSE OF REPORT
This report presents the findings of business cases outlining the viability of options to
develop or dispose of assets formerly and currently used as public conveniences.
RECOMMENDATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

That the Board considers the business case for the facility at Bakewell Recreation
Ground outlined at Appendix 1 and determines an appropriate course of action.
That the Board considers the business case for the facility at Matlock Bus station
outlined at Appendix 2 and determines an appropriate course of action.
That the Board considers the business case for the facility at Artists Corner, Matlock
Bath outlined at Appendix 3 and determines an appropriate course of action.
That the Board approves the Expression of Interest Invitation for Hall Leys Park
Ranger Station, Matlock outlined at Appendix 4.
That the Board approves the Expression of Interest Invitation for the Ammo Store,
Matlock outlined at Appendix 5.

WARDS AFFECTED
All Wards
STRATEGIC LINK
The ability of the Council to deliver on its priorities and targets and deliver the services
important to residents’ well-being is dependent on the future financial viability of the
Council and the work undertaken to secure that position.

1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

At is meeting on 18th July, the Board considered the merits of commissioning
business cases to evaluate the commercial potential of various property assets,
including:
•
•
•

1.2

Former public convenience – Bakewell Recreation Ground.
Former public convenience / waiting room – Matlock Bus Station.
Former public convenience – Artists Corner, Matlock Bath.

In addition, the Board also considered the future use of the Hall Leys Ranger
Station and resolved that formal expressions of interest are invited for a commercial
lease of the Ranger Station Building. Furthermore, a decision on future use of the
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Ammo store as a potential welfare and store facility be deferred pending a decision
on the use of the Ranger station.
Each site is discussed below with the relevant business cases attached in the
appendices to this report.
2.

BAKEWELL RECREATION GROUND (Appendix 1)

2.1

The property was built in the early 1920’s of coursed stone construction with a
pitched tiled roof. It is located within the Bakewell Recreational Ground Title rests
with the District Council and is subject to a covenant to ensure that the land is not
used for “any purpose other than those of recreation for the inhabitants of and
visitors to the said urban district”.

2.2

The toilet facilities are gender specific with disabled and baby change facilities.
There is public seating space in the centre of the building with ancillary space
behind which is currently used by District Council staff as a rest area.

2.3

In accordance with the resolution of Council on 8th March 2018, the toilet facilities
are now chargeable which will enable the facility to remain open for 7 months of the
year.

2.4

The business case for this facility outlines two potential options.

2.5

Option 1 - Remain as is
Continue to use all the area as a public convenience in its existing configuration and
to current opening times (from April to October).

2.6

Option 2 – Convert part to park café and consolidate public convenience
The public convenience is currently in a building of 73m2; usage rates suggest the
facilities could be reduced in size without compromising the service on offer and
that the space released, when combined with the store and shelter, could,subject to
planning and structural advice, be converted to form a café.

2.7

The disabled persons WC and baby change WC could be combined and the male
and female toilet facility could be reconfigured to fit into 12m2. This would leave
approximately 53m2 (including the store and shelter) available for use as a café.

3.

BUS STATION, MATLOCK (Appendix 2)

3.1

The bus station is on the fringe of the town centre with easy pedestrian access to
the centre of Matlock. It forms part of a busy transport hub adjacent to the railway
station and a large public car park. As such, the site attracts an estimated annual
footfall of 222,000 from mainline rail services and 169,000 for use of the public
conveniences adjacent to the site..

3.2

During the review of Public Conveniences, which introduced charging at this facility,
the Working Group felt that the waiting area could be better used to provide a more
attractive and less isolated place to mitigate the damage caused by anti-social
behaviour and give a much needed uplift to the area and impression for visitors.
Examples of potential future use include retail convenience stores and ‘food on the
go’.

3.3

The business case for this facility outlines four potential options.
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3.4
3.5

3.6

3.7

Option 1 - Remain as is
Continue to use all area as a waiting room
Option 2 - Pop up retail facility
Installation of independent lockable kiosk for ‘food-on-the-go’ (hot and cold drinks,
pre-wrapped food, confectionary) and newspapers. This could be installed as an
independent structure within the existing waiting room. Examples of this type of
installation are used in busy transport areas, shopping centres and within shops in
retail parks.
Option 3 - Convert 50% to Retail space and retain remainder as waiting room
The waiting room could be divided to form a 30m2 shop and leave 30m2 waiting
room – a suggested plan is illustrated in the business case.
Option 4 - Convert 100% to Retail space
The waiting room could be divided into either two retail shops of approximately
30m2 with different operators or provide one larger 60m2 shop. – a suggested plan
is illustrated in the business case .

4.

ARTISTS CORNER, MATLOCK BATH (Appendix 3)

4.1

Following the closure of the toilet facilities on this site in May 2018, Council agreed
to refer the commercial potential of this site to the Board as an alternative to
disposal. The potential sale value on the open market is estimated at £60,000.

4.2

The site is located off the A6 between Matlock and Matlock Bath adjacent to a pay
and display car park and the River Derwent. To the rear of the public convenience
building is a small children’s play area with views to High Tor.

4.3

In recommending the site for disposal the Public Conveniences Review team felt
that the site could be redeveloped by new owners and that any alternative use may
well include a toilet facility for use by customers. Future use of the site with public
toilet may also quality under the District Council’s Community Toilet Scheme.

4.4

The business case for this facility outlines four potential options.

4.5

4.6

Option 1 - Remain as is
Retain the building in its current state in anticipation that future changes in footfall
will allow future development and increased rental income streams that will more
than compensate for any holding costs. If this is the preferred option the reduction
of holding costs could be investigated to suit the proposed length of holding.
Option 2 - Retail facility to lease (building only)
The existing building would need to be stripped to present as a retail shell and then
be leased after a reasonable marketing period and obtaining planning consent.

4.7

Any additional openings required and exterior signage would be subject to planning
consent.

4.8

The possibility exists of extending exterior space in the summer which may enhance
trading potential, particularly if a café or cycle hire facility is considered.
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4.9

Option 3 – Auction (building as is)
Place the building with no additional land at auction to secure a capital sum.

Option 4 – Consider commercial development potential
4.10 Although the development potential of the site cannot be quantified financially until a
scheme is devised it is likely to be a rewarding option but will take a longer lead
time than either Options 2 or 3.
5.

CHILDRENS PLAY AREA, HALL LEYS PARK / KNOWLSTON PLACE,
MATLOCK

5.1

Following the resolution of Council on 30th April, this toilet facility has been closed,
replaced by a portable and fully accessible facility which will remain in place until
October 2018.

5.2

Council accepted the argument that the toilet facilities were at the end of their
natural life and needed in excess of £23,000 to effect repairs assessed in 2015.
Council also approved a new policy on public toilet provision which aims for all
future initiatives to be financially viable.

5.3

However, Council agreed to continue discussions with Matlock Town Council on the
potential to provide a sustainable facility on site which is financially viable. These
discussions have now progressed to a successful conclusion whereby Matlock
Town Council has agreed to a Community Asset Transfer. The Town Council has
now taken over responsibility on the basis of a Tenancy at Will, whist the full legal
documentation is being prepared. The Town Council’s intention is to retain and
maintain public conveniences aimed at the younger clientele in half of the building
and to convert the remaining for storage. Terms have been agreed for the District
Council to grant aid the transfer in the sum of £8,275. The Town Council has
agreed to terms requiring them to charge for the facility and take on the premises on
a full repairing basis.

6.

RANGERS STATION AND AMMO STORE, HALL LEYS PARK, MATLOCK
(Appendix 4 and Appendix 5)

6.1

At is meeting on 18th July, the Board considered the potential of the current Ranger
Station. Following a recent fire, the building has been renovated and is now ready
for occupancy by the Community and Environmental Services staff resident in the
Park and serving High Tor. On the face of it, the building appears to offer huge
potential for alternative use with potential commercial value.

6.2

The Ranger Station provides welfare facilities for the District Council’s staff and
whilst displaced from the Ranger Station, they have been using the ‘Ammo Store’
which is an existing building located within the Park. Larger items of equipment
have been stored at the depot in Darley Dale and transported to the park as and
when required. However such an arrangement is not operationally efficient in the
longer term. Consultation with staff has been preliminary and if longer term or
permanent use of the Store was required, improvements would need to be made to
provide appropriate welfare arrangements, coupled with a reconfiguration of the
space for storage and an extension of the building to accommodate equipment.
Some of the Ranger activities would also need to be relocated to existing premises
in Matlock Bath. Based on a recent project the cost of adaptations of the store is
provisionally estimated at £20,000
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6.3

In light of the progress that has been made with Matlock Town Council, the District
Council now has two operational buildings in Hall Leys Park when a single facility
would suffice. It is therefore proposed that Expressions of Interest are invited for
alternative uses for both facilities with the outcome of this exercise being reported to
a future meeting of the Board. In the meantime, there is a need to provide welfare
facilities for staff particularly during the coming winter. It is therefore proposed that
Community and Environmental Services staff be permitted to move back into the
Ranger Station pending a final decision being made as to its future use.

7.

RISK ASSESSMENT

7.1

Legal
The powers available to the Council to dispose and develop land are contained in
Section 123 of the Local Government Act 1972. Contract Standing Orders regulate
the procurement and advertisement of opportunity to deliver best value.
The legal risk at this stage is therefore low.

7.2

Financial
The potential £20,000 investment in the Ammo Store would require a revision to the
Capital programme before being undertaken.
Funding for development of
commercial business cases is currently available within the Commercial investment
fund.
The preparation of business cases does not commit the Council to future
expenditure so the financial risk is considered low.

8.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
In preparing this report, the relevance of the following factors has also been
considered: prevention of crime and disorder, equalities, environmental, climate
change, health, human rights, personnel and property.

9.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Paul Wilson - Chief Executive
telephone : 01629 761125
email : paul.wilson@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

10.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Council Report – 8th March 2018
Council Report – 30th April 2018
Commercial Board Report – 18th July 2018

11.

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix 1: Business Case - Bakewell Recreation Ground
Appendix 2: Business Case - Matlock Bus Station
Appendix 3: Business Case - Artists Corner, Matlock Bath
Appendix 4: Expression of Interest invitation – Rangers Station, Matlock
Appendix 5: Expression of Interest invitation – Ammo Store, Matlock
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Appendix 1

BUSINESS CASE
PROPERTY: BAKEWELL RECREATION GROUND PUBLIC CONVENIENCE BUILDING

Bakewell Recreation Ground – Public Convenience Building 1 | P a g e
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Background
The subject property is located in Bakewell Recreation Ground. In 1922 the recreation ground was
transferred to Bakewell Urban District Council by The Duke of Rutland and The Marquis of Granby
for a nominal sum to provide primarily open space and recreation ground.
The recreation ground provides local amenity and facilities for sport including cricket and football as
well as a children’s splash pad. The public convenience building is open from April to October 8am to
5pm. As part of the public convenience review it was agreed that a 20p charge would be introduced
in summer 2018.
This Business Case looks into ways of repurposing the public convenience building to improve the
financial performance of the property asset and improve the amenity of the park.

Assessment of Building
Age / Construction
The public convenience building was built in the early 1920s to provide male & female conveniences,
a shelter and store room. It was extended in 2002 to include a disabled facility and a baby change
room.

Size
The public convenience is made up of 6 areas with a total area of 73m2; comprising of –
Disabled Persons WC – 4m2
Baby Change Area WC – 4m2
Attendant Store
– 18m2
Male WC
– 12m2
Female WC
– 12m2
Shelter
– 23m2
To the front there is an area of 135m2 including paths.

Floor plan
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Condition
The building is generally in good condition as evidenced by the 2015 condition survey which
recommended minor repairs of under £4,000. However, there is a problem with condensation which
needs assessing.

Current running costs
The annual running cost of the public convenience is estimated at over £9,500. This cost is offset by
the new 20p charge.
The incidence of vandalism to the public convenience is negligible.

Location
The location of the public convenience is shown in the plan below. It is on the north-west boundary
of the park and is well connected to other areas in the park by footpaths. The park is on the fringe of
the town centre and mainly sits within a residential area. The park is bounded by the River Wye on
one side and the A6 (Haddon Road) on the other. It is accessible from Bakewell's car parks, including
the large car park on the other side of the River Wye (footbridge access) at DDDC's Agricultural
Business Centre and the privately operated car park on Smiths Island. The Monsal Trail cycleway
runs close to the park and can be accessed from the rear of the Agricultural Business Centre via
Coombs Road.
The park is a well used recreation space and contains the following facilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children's play area and wet play area
2 football pitches
2 Croquet Lawns - Bakewell Croquet Club
A cricket square - Bakewell Cricket Club
A multi-use games area
Pavilion – used by cricket, football and croquet clubs
Public convenience (April to October)
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Usage
There are no specific footfall figures available for the park but the annual usage for the public
convenience is almost 37,000 for the seven months they are open.

Considerations
Legal Position
The following particular covenants affect Rutland Recreation Ground and the area of land where the
public convenience building is located :•

Not at any time use or suffer or permit to be used the recreation ground for any purpose
other than those of recreation for the inhabitants of and visitors to the Urban District of
Bakewell

•

To keep the land unbuilt on except that the Council may erect a pavilion or winter garden or
bandstand or shelters or park keeper’s cottage or cottages provided such structures are
used in furtherance of the purposes of recreation aforesaid.

Any disposal or redevelopment would need to be in compliance with these covenants. Further
specific advice should be obtained if the proposed use may result in a breach of the covenants.
The Council has entered into an ice cream concession contract/licence which expires in March 2020.
The licence allows an ice cream van in the recreation ground, on the hardstanding area in front of
the public convenience building. The licence agreement does not grant the provider with exclusivity
rights to sell ice cream in the recreation ground, however it has been represented to the provider
that the Council would not permit further ice cream sales in the recreation ground during their
licence period.
The public convenience building is not affected by any grant funding.
Any Byelaws, Public Space Protection Orders, etc will need to be reviewed when considering
alternative uses in the recreation ground.

Planning - Pre-Application Advice
Advice is awaited from Peak District National Park Planning Authority.

Market Overview
There has been a growth in the number of cafes in parks and recreation grounds; it is a facility which
visitors to parks expect. Cafes in Derbyshire Dales parks produce income of around £10,000pa and
there are extremely successful outlets in the parks in Sheffield paying rents in the vicinity of
£20,000pa (some are based on turnover rents and they may have some rights to sell ice creams).
Other smaller cafes in Sheffield pay rents are in the vicinity of £12,000pa.
There are a number of cafes for sale in Bakewell but it is difficult to tell if they are serious sales or
testing the market. Asking rentals top out at £400m2 for town centre and most frequently asked rent
is around £250m2 . For the right operator in a Bakewell Park a rent of around £20,000 could be
achievable if this was to include a licence for outside tables at the front of the premises. To achieve
this level of rent the café would need to present as a shell to a high standard and require significant
capital investment in excess of £80,000.
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Other Factors
There has been a move for councils to take over the running of park facilities and run these in
partnerships as a business. If DDDC was to do this successfully it may be possible for it to run cafes
in its three main parks but this would have staffing and revenue implications.
As the building is located in the park it would not be subject to business rates and this would be a
financial incentive to any operator in comparison to those operating in the town centre.
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Options
Shortlist of Options
Option 1 - Remain as is
Continue to use all the area as a public convenience in its existing configuration and to current
opening times (from April to October).
Option 2 – Convert part to park café and consolidate public convenience facilities
The public convenience is currently in a building of 73m2; usage rates suggest the facilities could be
reduced in size without compromising the service on offer and that the space released, when
combined with the store and shelter, could be converted to form a café.
The disabled persons WC and baby change WC could be combined and the male and female toilet
facility could be reconfigured to fit into 12m2. This would leave approximately 53m2 (including the
store and shelter) available for use as a café. A suggested floor plan is below.
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Comparison of Options
Option 1

Remain as is

5 Year NPV
10 Year NPV
First Yr Cash Flow

Option 2
Convert part to Park Café shell
and consolidate public
convenience facilities
-£20,843
£15,053
-£43,138
£124,350
-£5,807
-£80,001

Cashflow Breakeven
Internal Rate of Return

Never

Year 5

Risk High/Medium/Low

Low

Medium

-£20,843
-£20,843
-£20,843

-£5,526
-£16,859
-£7,731

Sensitivity (5 Year NPV)
Sensitivity If not leased within 1 Year
50% Increase in capital costs
30% drop in revenues

Sensitivity (10 Year NPV)
Sensitivity If not leased within 1 Year
-£43,138
£97,362
50% Increase in capital costs
-£43,138
£84,664
30% drop in revenues
-£43,138
£74,303
Pros
Limited management effort
Provides amenity in park
No capital expenditure
Conveniences can be open all
year
Facilities could accommodate
growth in use of park
Cons

Asset not used to its full
potential

Potential breach of covenant
may require mitigation with
insurance

Financial Information
The inflation rate has been taken at 2.5%pa and the discount rate used to calculate net present
values (NPV) is 3.5%.
The financial projections forming part of this report are based on the author’s assessment of the
market conditions prevailing at the time of writing. However, as market conditions are subject to
change, a sensitivity analysis has been included to demonstrate the effects of various key conditions
such as delays in receiving revenue, increase in capital costs and a decrease in rental value.
Other impacts
None considered at this time.
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Officer Comment
Option 1. (Remain as is) is a reasonable option since the public convenience review costs have been
rationalised by the introduction of charging. Option 2. (Convert part to café) may provide a welcome
facility in the park but is not without risk and requires a high level of expenditure initially as the
comparison of options indicate. Further information is required around planning and structural
issues before a full business case can be prepared hence the recommendations below.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the building is operated as normal (Option 1.) It is considered that before
Option 2. (Convert part to café) can be recommended further information is required. In order to
achieve this it will require the following actions: –
-

Discussions are opened with Peak District National Park Planning Authority with the aim of
establishing acceptable parameters for the reuse of the existing building
Prepare a planning brief internally to be presented to a further meeting of this committee
Obtain a structural survey and structural advice on the building
Once the above information is received and Option 2. appears viable a business case be
represented to the Commercial Board

Bakewell Recreation Ground – Public Convenience Building 8 | P a g e
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Appendix 2

BUSINESS CASE
PROPERTY : WAITING ROOM – MATLOCK BUS STATION

Waiting Room, Matlock Bus Station Page | 1
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Background
In 2002 the regeneration of part of Cawdor Quarry commenced. Projects included the construction
of Derwent Way, Sainsbury’s supermarket, four blocks of multi-storey social housing and a transport
interchange to the front of Matlock Railway Station.
As part of the interchange the original goods shed was converted to form public conveniences and
provide pedestrian and disabled access to the station platform area and extended to create a
comfortable modern waiting room at the northern end of the building (outlined in red in the plan
preceding).
Other properties in DDDC freehold ownership in the immediate vicinity includes the adjoining pay
and display car park and Station House, which is currently leased as social housing.
The waiting room is held in freehold ownership and classified as an operational asset within DDDC
accounts.
This Business Case looks into ways of repurposing the waiting room to improve the financial
performance of the property asset.

Assessment of Building
Age / Construction
The waiting room was completed in 2007 and designed to complement the adjoining goods shed
and surrounding period buildings.
The exterior walls are of gritstone and the aluminium windows and automated sliding doors are
finished with a dark grey coloured powder coating. The elevation facing the bus stop is fully glazed,
other interior walls are either white painted plaster or formed by the stone wall of the adjoining
period building. The ceiling is of plaster board with a smooth white painted finish and includes a
large domed opaque skylight. The floor is quarry tiled.

Size
The waiting room area is approximately 60m2 and has fixed seating for 42 people.
The waiting room is approximately 30% of the total area of the building (i.e. the original goods shed
plus the waiting room extension but excluding canopy).

Floor plan
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Condition
The waiting room extension to the building is generally in good condition as evidenced by the 2015
condition survey. Currently some repairs are required to the flashings of the domed roof light and to
interior plaster and paint finishes estimated at £5,000 and these works will take place next financial
year.

Current running costs
The running cost of the waiting room is approximately £4,000pa.
In the past five years DDDC have spent in excess of £6,000 on repairs due to vandalism. No
allowance has been included in the above running cost as it is hoped the recent installation of CCTV
will deter future vandalism.

Location
The location of the waiting room is shown in the plan below. Land shaded blue is owned by DDDC.
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The bus station area is on the fringe of the town centre with easy pedestrian access to Dale Road
and Crown Square. The main town centre car park is immediately to the north of the site and the
railway station (with East Midlands Trains [EMT] services to Derby and through to Nottingham and
Peak Rail heritage railway services, currently to Rowsley) is immediately to the west.

Usage
The waiting room is predominantly available for use by bus passengers. Currently 10 bus routes use
the interchange (16 run from other facilities on Bakewell Road). It was hoped that a new waiting
room would encourage bus companies to use this stop in preference to Bakewell Road but this has
only happened to a limited extent.
The number of people using the waiting room is not known but it is generally considered to be
considerably under used. Derbyshire County Council would like part of the waiting room retained in
any proposed scheme but understand if, given the limited use, it is not possible to do this.
The footfall for the year 2016/17 for Matlock station is about 222,000 – this is for EMT services only.
EMT services are currently disrupted by works at Derby station but generally run regularly: every
half hour Monday to Saturday between 6.00am and 11.00pm (i.e. 72 movements – 36 in and 36
out); and hourly on Sunday between 8.00am and 11.00pm (36 movements – 18 in and 18 out). The
footfall is good over the weekend and there are spikes in usage over Spring/Summer and for the
Christmas markets. Anecdotally, the 7.37am service to Derby consistently shows 40 commuters. By
way of comparison Belper Station has a footfall of 230,000 and at 8.30am between 100-120
commuters.
Waiting Room, Matlock Bus Station Page | 4
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Bus passengers and pedestrians using the car park, Sainsbury’s and Peak Rail will increase footfall
but the extent of the increase is unknown. The usage for the public convenience is estimated at
169,000 persons.

Considerations
Legal Position
There is a vehicular right of way on the west (station platform) side of the waiting room that would
need to be kept clear.
As the waiting room is closed during the evening, public open space consultation on disposal is not
required.
If the use of the waiting room was to be changed, planning permission will be required depending on
the proposed use.

Planning - Pre-Application Advice
The site is within the settlement boundary for Matlock and is also adjacent to the Bridge
Conservation Area. Pre-application planning advice indicates that a change of use of the premises
and further development on the site would be supported for Use Class A1 to A5 (retail, professional
services, restaurants, cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways). Any change to café,
drinking establishment or hot food takeaway would have to have regard to the current residential
use of Station House.

Market Overview
Small shops and retail space in transport hubs are popular with retailers and the higher the footfall
the greater the demand. The demand from shoppers for ‘food on the go’ and the last minute
purchase of staples in convenience stores appears strong as indicated by the number of national
retailers looking at opening satellite shops and ‘pop ups’. Research has established that the footfall
for transport based shops for national retailers require a footfall of 500,000 to enable staff costs to
be covered; small operators do not value their time in the same way and may be prepared to
operate a retail outlet with less footfall.
The market for convenience stores is currently fairly buoyant. In recent times Greggs have been
successful in securing small shops in bus stations but already have a presence in Matlock near Crown
Square.
Discussions with another owner of retail space in transport hubs has established that there is a wide
variation in rentals for small shops and to achieve the best rent they generally go to tender. Tenders
can vary by as much as 30%. Interestingly, the retail space owner is strongly against opening cafés in
these locations – people do not have the time to stop that café operators anticipate so revenues are
often below expectations and they have previously had problems with drainage and extraction of
cooking fumes.
Likely rents for small shops in secondary locations are in the range £5,000 to £8,000pa. A general
retail use (including convenience store) is likely to be in the vicinity of £12,000-£15,000pa for a 60m2
shop.
The market for a pop-up kiosk is unknown in this type of location is likely to be at the lower end of
rent achievable for a small shop ie. under £5,000pa. With this option there are no cost savings.
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Other Factors
The Council currently owns Station House and its surrounding garden. This is a Grade 2 listed
building and is currently occupied as social housing. After the current tenancy ends it is
recommended that this property be reallocated from social housing and become a DDDC investment
property (possible uses would be a café, restaurant or drinking establishment, subject to planning).
The potential change of use of Station House should be taken into account when considering options
for the waiting room to ensure both properties have complimentary uses which are viable.
The train operator franchise currently run by EMT was opened to re-tender in August 2018 and will
be awarded in April 2019. EMT has advised they will bid. Whoever is awarded the franchise may be
interested in leasing the waiting room area for their other retail franchise operations.
Suggestions have been made about the possibility of using the facility as a ‘grab and go’ bike hire
facility. However it is considered that the available space is not of sufficient size to accommodate
and may not be financially viable due to demand and footfall.
An Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) will be required at the early stages of marketing in
compliance with current legislation and depending on change of use of the waiting room upgrades
to insulation may be required.
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Options
Shortlist of Options
The options selected for taking forward relate to increasing the retail provision to capitalise on the
proximity of the train station, bus station and car park.
Option 1 - Remain as is (base line)
Continue to use all area as a waiting room
Option 2 - Pop up retail facility
Installation of independent lockable kiosk for ‘food-on-the-go’ (hot and cold drinks, pre-wrapped
food, confectionary) and newspapers. This could be installed as an independent structure within the
existing waiting room. Examples of this type of installation are used in busy transport areas,
shopping centres and within shops in retail parks.
Option 3 - Convert 50% to Retail space and retain remainder as waiting room
The waiting room could be divided to form a 30m2 shop and leave 30m2 waiting room – a suggested
plan is illustrated below. Additional openings and a dividing wall would be required as marked in red
on the plan below.
Option 4 - Convert 100% to Retail space
The waiting room could be divided into either two retail shops of approximately 30m2 with different
operators or provide one larger 60m2 shop. Additional openings and (potentially) a dividing wall
would be required; these are marked in red on the plan below.

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Any additional window or door openings for Options 2. 3., or 4. and exterior signage would be
subject to planning consent.
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Comparison of Options

5 Year NPV

Option 1

Option 2

Remain as is

Pop-Up Kiosk

First Yr Cash Flow
Cash Flow break even

Risk High/Medium/Low
Sensitivity (5 Year NPV)
Sensitivity If not leased/sold in 1 Year
50% Increase in capital costs
30% drop in revenues

-£19,248

Option 3

Option 4

Convert half the waiting room Convert all waiting room to Use
to Use Class A1-A5
Class A1-A5
-£98
£2,226
£32,399

-£4,062

-£1,812

-£16,565

-£14,650

Never

Beyond Year 12

Year 7

Year 3

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

-£19,248
-£19,248
-£19,248

-£4,787
-£98
-£5,843

-£4,326
-£5,986
-£5,863

£19,571
£22,737
£16,592

Pros

No capital expenditure

Cons

May be difficult to establish
the business due to lack of
visibility
Asset not used to its full
potential

Retains some waiting room
Maximises the use of waiting
facility and may make the
room
waiting room more welcoming
Allows room for expansion
Depending on the retailer
some of the capital costs may
be able to be rolled into rent
free periods
Capital outlay to build
Initial capital outlay
separating wall which is not
necessarily needed with option
4.
No waiting room if this is to
become the main Matlock bus
station

Financial Information
The inflation rate has been taken at 2.5%pa and the discount rate used to calculate net present
values (NPV) is 3.5%.
The financial projections forming part of this report are based on the author’s assessment of the
market conditions prevailing at the time of writing. However, as market conditions are subject to
change, a sensitivity analysis has been included to demonstrate the effects of various key conditions
such as delays in receiving revenue, increase in capital costs and a decrease in rental value.
Other Impacts
None considered at this time.
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Officer Comments
The train generated footfall at Matlock station is, on advice, about half what a national retailer
would require at a transport hub based shop. There may however be a local retailer prepared to
open a retail space in this location.
The most likely options for successful retail space use in this area include ‘food on-the go’ (hot
drinks/pre-wrapped food/confectionary), newsagent, and mini-convenience store or a combination
of these. If all the area is to be converted to retail use dividing it into two units may take each shop
out of business rates and bolster each other if complimentary businesses. It would also help spread
the risk the risk of a vacant unit for DDDC.
Should the retail use of all or part be possible, some alterations will need to be made to the
openings which will require planning consent. Depending on the retail use adopted appropriate
alterations may need to be made.
The conversion of the waiting room to a café is not being considered at this time because of the
possibility of future food-related uses for Station House and the problems perceived by other
operators.
Since significant capital expenditure may be required to enable the retail uses suggested the
recommendations below will allow potential demand to be established before any capital
expenditure is committed. Negotiations with interested parties may enable some of the capital
expenditure to be rolled into extending a rent free period thereby reducing capital outlay for the
Council.
It is important for the Council to maintain some control over the letting process and build
relationships with national retailers for other ventures that may arise.

Recommendations
It is recommended to proceed with Options 3. and 4. which will require the following actions -

The waiting room be marketed as available to let giving a range of space at either a 30m2
shop or 60m2 shop.
Asking rent of £250m2 (Rent of around £15,000pa for a 60m2 shop)
The waiting room should be listed with a local agent to ensure it is on property search
engines.
Council officers contact nationals to gauge interest along with any other lead acquired
Marketing to commence in November with a view to lease next April subject to planning and
building work required.
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Appendix 3

BUSINESS CASE
PROPERTY : ARTISTS CORNER PUBLIC CONVENIENCE BUILDING
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Background
The area around the sharp bend in the road on the A6 between Matlock and Matlock Bath is known
as Artists' Corner. Historically it was a favoured spot for artists, including Joseph Wright of Derby and
JMW Turner, to come to draw or paint High Tor.
The DDDC holding comprises:
•
•
•

A large pay & display car parking area (149 spaces including 7 for disabled drivers and 20
resident permit spaces)
A grassed area with children’s swings
Public convenience building (closed) – the subject of this Business Case

The public convenience building (hereafter called ‘the building’) is a single storey hexagonally shaped
building towards the south east end of the site between the car park and the play area. It is held in
freehold ownership and classified as an operational asset within DDDC accounts.
This Business Case looks at ways of repurposing the building to improve the financial performance of
the property asset.

Assessment of Building
Age/Construction
The building was constructed in the 1950s.
The walls are of solid brick construction with a rough render and a plinth of engineering bricks. The
windows and doors are single glazed timber framed and painted. Fascias and soffits are timber and
painted, rainwater goods are plastic. The pitched hexagonal roof is covered with slates and matching
ridge tiles with lead flashings. The roof has a ventilated cap.
Inside the ceiling is of plaster board with a smooth white painted finish and walls are either
plastered with a paint finish or tiled. The floor is quarry tiled.

Size
The building area internally is approximately 32m2 including the open entrance area facing the car
park. There is potentially additional storage space in the roof.

Floor plan
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Condition
The building is in reasonable condition. Internally the cubicles and sanitary ware are obsolete and
could be removed with services being taken back to their entry point.

Current running costs
The holding costs of the building are approximately £2,100 including business rates of £1,704. If it is
decided to retain the building costs may be able to be further mitigated.

Location
The location of the building is shown in the photograph below. The adjacent land used as a car park
(to the north east) and a grassed picnic/play area to the south west is owned by DDDC. There are
trees and lower growth along the river margin which contain privately owned fishing rights.

Artists Corner is on the A6, mid-way between Matlock and Matlock Bath (0.7 miles walk to both
Matlock and Matlock Bath railway stations). Access to High Tor is via bridges closer to Matlock and
Matlock Bath.
Although the building is in a relatively isolated position between a car park and play area it is
predominantly a residential area. The building is in a prominent position on the A6.
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Usage
As noted, the public conveniences are currently closed.
The car park is generally well-used on weekends and there are about 20 spaces available for
residents’ car parking. Permits are issued for these which currently cost £92 per space but will
progressively increase to £331 per space in 2021. The residents have expressed an interest in leasing
or buying some of the car parking spaces. The play area is grassed with one pair of swings. The
timber structure closest to the building is obsolete and is under review by Parks staff.
The car park is open at all times. There is a height restriction barrier in place at the entrance.

Considerations
Legal Position
The land at Artists Corner is held freehold and was purchased under a series of different
conveyances each contain different provisions. The 490m2 of land immediately around the building
(shaded blue on the plan below) was acquired in 1925 and contains covenants as follows –
•
•
•

No steam engine, foundry, mill, any business or calling which can or maybe a nuisance to the
surrounding neighbourhood cannot be built
Any dwelling house shall be at least £250 in value, or if two £350.
Any front wall built on the building line shall be stone or stone cased

Covenants on adjoining land which also affect this site are an obligation to maintain a stone wall
(blue dashed line on the plan below), building lines and keep the land as a pleasure garden without
buildings (shaded pink on the plan below).
Other interests in the land are Matlock Angling Club who enjoy some rights of access to their fishing
rights, an ice cream concession expiring in 2020 and a wayleave for overflying wires.
A strip of land at the front of the site was sold to Derbyshire County Council (DCC) for road widening
in 1935. DCC has been asked to confirm that this is now all dedicated as Highways land.
There are five separate conveyances relating to land on the east side of the building (shaded green
on the plan below). If this land was to be considered for redevelopment further legal advice should
be made into covenants and their enforceability.
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If the use of the building currently housing the public conveniences was to be changed, planning
permission may be required depending on the proposed use.
The land outside the building would be subject to Public Open Space consultation if there is to be a
disposal.

Planning - Pre-Application Advice
The site is within the open countryside and Matlock Dale Conservation Area. It is also within a Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).
Pre-application planning advice indicates that a change of use of the premises (and possibly
extending the building) would be supported for classes A1 (shops and retail outlets), A3 (food and
drink) and D2 (entertainment and leisure purposes). A2 (professional services) and B1 (other office
uses not covered by A2 would be “acceptable in principle”. A4 (drinking establishments) and A5 (hot
food and take-away) may be possible, provided that sufficient regard was given to the impact on the
amenity of nearby residential properties, principally on the opposite side of Dale Road.
The site could be considered as either affordable housing as an exception site or open market
residential development for which a case could be made give the proximity to the Matlock
settlement boundary. However, there is a limited scope for the development for residential use. In
addition to careful design in relation to the conservation area and provision of residents parking the
issues of flood zoning, proximity to the river and retaining access to the play area may make it
difficult to achieve a residential use.
The possibility of a commercial development is likely to be the favoured planning reuse of the site. If
the building is demolished and some additional land is made available a scheme could be put
together to provide a development to enhance tourism facilities. The future proposed cycleway and
the proximity of the river gives the site considerable amenity value which may make it suitable for
the development of a tourist hub. A café, cycle/canoe hire, holiday accommodation and/or offices
may make a positive contribution to the area if the correct design and facilities are offered. A
scheme could be worked up by a suitably skilled team, including an architect to ensure the best use
of the site and maximise its value.
For any proposed development an ecological study and flood risk assessment will be required.

Market Overview
The retail market in Matlock and in Matlock Bath is currently in oversupply as indicated by the
number of vacant shops and their relatively frequent turnover. The retail market and high street
trading is particularly difficult due to competition from online retailers and out of town retail.
However, there may be a specialist retailer or user that would benefit from the easy parking and
high visibility from the A6 that is offered by this site.
The location does lend itself to A3/A5 (café and takeaway) but competition will be both from
Matlock on Dale Road and Matlock Bath. The availability of parking for delivery drivers and
customers may be attractive to a takeaway business. Any evening takeaway trade could be
supplemented by extended day trading in busy periods. Such use would also benefit from future
initiatives such as the cycle route.
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Possible rent for retail space within this building presented as a clean shell would be between
£5,000pa and £8,000pa. To achieve a clean shell a capital cost of £10,000 is estimated.
Residential sites vary widely dependent on S106 or CIL payments. The extent of these payments will
depend upon, amongst other things, the construction cost of the dwellings and their qualification as
affordable housing. As mentioned earlier the flood vulnerability zoning and covenants may make this
use difficult to achieve.
The development of the site for commercial use with a scheme for leisure and tourism may be
similar type of facility to Millers Dale Station or Hassop Station. Both provide hubs for tourist
activities based on the local access to facilities. In a recent paper the projected income for the
Millers Dale Station is £91,000; £45,000 rental income, £46,000 car parking. Concessionary licences
(with no seating) at Parsley Hay and Tissington car park in 2016 were £16,000pa and £11,000pa
respectively.

Other Factors
Environment Agency
The Environment Agency’s Technical Guidance and mapping data indicates that the site is classified
as in a flooding vulnerability area of Zone 2 (estimated 0.1%-1% chance of flooding and requires a
flood risk assessment). In guidance for acceptable development within this zone it includes buildings
for shops, dwelling houses, financial and other professional services
Cycleway
Artists Corner is on the proposed route of the Derwent Valley Cycleway (DVC).

With links to Carsington Water, the High Peak and Monsal trails, and National Cycle Routes (NCRs) 6
(Nottingham, Leicester and Loughborough), 68 (Ashbourne and the Tissington Trail) and 54
(Lichfield), if the DVC is built it is reasonable to assume that this would substantially increase
pedestrian and cycle traffic through Artists Corner, particularly given the availability of ‘on trail’
parking and open green space on site. Coupled with planning permission for alternative use(s), the
construction of the DVC would have a substantial positive impact on the value of the land at Artists
Corner for commercial use.
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Options
Shortlist of Options
Option 1 - Remain as is
Retain the building in its current state in anticipation that future changes in footfall will make future
development and rental income streams that will more than compensate for any holding costs. If
this is the preferred option the reduction of holding costs could be investigated to suit the proposed
length of holding.
Option 2 - Retail facility to lease (building only)
The existing building would need to be stripped to present as a retail shell and then be leased after a
reasonable marketing period and obtaining planning consent.
Any additional openings required and exterior signage would be subject to planning consent.
The possibility exists of extending exterior space in the summer to increase trading area if a café or
bike hire facility is considered.
Option 3 – Auction (building as is)
Place the building with no additional land at auction to secure a capital sum.
Option 4 – Consider commercial development potential
Although the development potential of the site cannot be quantified financially until a scheme is
devised it is likely to be a rewarding option but will take a longer lead time than either Option 2. or
3..
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Comparison of Options
Option 1

5 Year NPV
First Yr Cash Flow

Remain as is

Cashflow Breakeven

Option 2

Option 4
Consider commercial
development potential with
Retail facility to lease
additional land
(building only)
Auction (building as is)
-£9,721
£12,271
£54,251
£145,585
-£2,100
-£11,680
£56,150
-£10,000
Never

Year 3

Year 1

Year 3

Low

Medium

Low

Medium

-£9,721
-£9,721
-£9,721

£5,917
£7,353
£5,204

£50,346
£54,251
£36,860

£139,546
£133,916
£91,468

Risk High/Medium/Low
Sensitivity (5 Year NPV)
Sensitivity If not leased/sold in 1 Year
50% Increase in capital costs
30% drop in revenues
Pros

Option 3

Limited management effort
No capital expenditure

Provides additional activity

Keeps asset available for a wider
development

Cons

Provides immediate cash flow May maximise the use of site
DDDC able to control future
development
May be vehicle for economic
regeneration
In future would provide either
revenue stream or capital
receipt on site with planning
permission

Compensation may be
May sterilize any future
Initial capital outlay
payable to a business owner if development potential of site
the property is to be taken
back into DDDC control
Asset not used to its full
potential

Asset not used to its full
potential

Council lose control of site
development

Financial Information
The inflation rate has been taken at 2.5%pa and the discount rate used to calculate net present
values (NPV) is 3.5%.
The financial projections forming part of this report are based on the author’s assessment of the
market conditions prevailing at the time of writing. However, as market conditions are subject to
change, a sensitivity analysis has been included to demonstrate the effects of various key conditions
such as delays in receiving revenue, increase in capital costs and a decrease in rental value.
Other Impacts
None considered at this time.
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Officer Comment
Option 1.(Retain as is) keeps options open but does not in itself take the property forward and
exposes the Council to ongoing holding revenue costs.
Option 2. (Retail facility to lease) provides an income return that many small investors would be
satisfied with. It is unlikely that a retailer would be prepared to invest in fitout and business
development under a lease that was either short term or had no right of renewal. This option may
curtail the ability of the Council to maximise the use of the wider site in future.
Option 3. (Auction) provides a quick capital receipt but may sterilize existing land by having to
accommodate the existing building in planning terms. This option may curtail the ability of the
Council to maximise the use of the wider site in future.
Option 4. (Consider commercial development) allows a full assessment of the site to maximise its
potential. If a tourism hub is possible on this site it may also lead to an increase in activity on DDDC’s
adjoining car park increasing revenues in addition to the wider tourism/economic development
benefits.

Recommendations
It is recommended to investigate Option 4. which will require the following actions -

Minimise the holding costs by demolishing the building
Nominate a multi-disciplinary team of Council Officers to establish the parameters for the
writing of a planning brief
Bring back to the Commercial Board for consideration once the planning brief is prepared.
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Appendix 4

Expressions of Interest

RANGERS STATION & ADJOINING LAND
HALL LEYS PARK
MATLOCK
Lease/Licence available

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
ARE INVITED BY
THURSDAY 20th DECEMBER 2018
Derbyshire Dales District Council
Estates & Facilities
Tel: 01629 761 233
estates@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
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BACKGROUND
The District Council is calling for Expressions of Interest for The Rangers Station and land to
the front. Activities to be considered for the lease or licence of these areas must enhance the
visitor experience to the park. For the avoidance of doubt, the supply of refreshments will not
be considered.

LOCATION
The building known as the ‘Rangers Station’ is in Hall Leys Park at the south end of the Broad
Walk and near Knowlestone Place as indicated by the red arrow in the plan below. It is
adjacent to the miniature railway and close to the boating lake and children’s splash pad.
Hall Leys Park is in the town centre.
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THE RANGERS STATION
The Rangers Station was constructed in 2005. It is a rectangular building comprised of a
timber faced blockwork construction under a pitched felt roof of 70m2. It is divided into three
sections. At the front door opens to a lobby which has two doors opposite; one leads to an
accessible toilet and the other contains a shower. On the left a door leads to a room with a
row of modern kitchen cabinets and sink. The door on the right in the lobby leads to a large
open plan space with double doors that open onto the elevation towards the large hardstand
area at front.

Room

Area m2

Workshop

38.41

Lobby

7.37

Toilet

2.00

Shower

3.00

Kitchen

16.98

Total Area 69.74

The area of land at the front of the Rangers Station which measures approximately 150m2
and is bitumen surfaced can be used to supplement any activity to be carried out within the
Rangers Station providing the activity is compatible with the park’s other activities.
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HALL LEYS PARK
Hall Leys Park was originally acquired in 1898 and extended in 1908. It was officially opened
as a park and pleasure grounds in 1911 to celebrate the Coronation of King George V. In
2002 the park was awarded a Heritage Lottery Grant of over £3 million to upgrade the park
and preserve its historic fabric.
In 2017 Hall Leys Park gained its 10th consecutive Green Flag award from the Keep Britain
Tidy Group. Green Flag Awards recognise and reward the best parks in the country and Hall
Leys Park stood out after impressing the judges with its excellent use of green space, wellmaintained facilities and high standard of safety and security.

Although there are no statistics are available it is a well frequented park both by locals and
well visited by tourists.
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The facilities in the park, which vary through the year and attract local visitors and tourists
include •

children's play area with accessible play equipment and interactive wet play area

•

café with internal dining and takeaway facility

•

bowling green

•

children's boating lake

•

children's interactive wet play area

•

miniature railway

•

outdoor market

•

putting green

•

table tennis

•

a new multi-use games area (MUGA)

•

skateboard park

•

tennis courts

•

formal rose garden with open pavilion

•

well surfaced paths with plenty of benches

•

green open spaces and established trees providing year round interest

The park is a regular venue for major events, competitions and festivals including a weekend
Victorian Christmas Market which is a major attraction. There is also a modern well managed
public convenience.

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
The Council is seeking Expressions of Interest from businesses, charities or special interest
groups that may be interested in occupying the Rangers Station to provide an additional
activity, service, or facility which is educational and enhances visitor facilities in this vibrant
park. The Park already has an excellent café and ice cream franchises so the supply of food,
drink and ice creams will not be considered.
A wide range of uses will be considered. The land outside the Rangers Station would be
available on an ad hoc basis to the occupier of the Rangers Station. The only restrictions are
that it must be compatible with other park activities.
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VIEWING
Please visit the park to appreciate what it has to offer. If you wish to view the Rangers Station
please contact the Estates Section to arrange.

OUTLINE PROCESS
Expressions of Interest should be presented using the form attached.
The closing date for Expressions of Interest is 12 noon on Thursday 20th December 2018.
Please read the ‘Expressions of Interest Procedure’ below for details of how it should be
submitted.
The Council will consider those received by this date and enter into a negotiation with those
that are of interest.

CONTACT / FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information please contact: Estate Section, Derbyshire Dales District Council

Tel: 01629 761 233

estates@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

IMPORTANT NOTICE
All proposals made will be subject to further detailed negotiations and subject to contract, and
the Council may decide not to pursue negotiations in relation to all or any of the proposals,
which it may receive or may decide to invite other proposals.
The Council will not be liable for any inaccuracy in these particulars nor for any costs, fees
and expenses incurred in viewing the sites, in preparing and submitting proposals or in
undertaking any negotiations with the Council.
None of the matters in these particulars, or in any proposals, which may be made, will
constitute an agreement or collateral contract with the Council.

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST PROCEDURE
1. Expressions of Interest must be submitted in writing on the attached ‘Expression of
Interest’ form. All sections of this form should be completed. It must be returned by 12.00
Noon on 20th December 2018.
2. Expressions of Interest must be returned to Derbyshire Dales District Council, Legal
Services, Town Hall, Bank Road, Matlock, DE4 3NN. You should cut out and affix the
address label at the end of this document to your own envelope prior to posting or
delivering by hand.
3. The Council is not bound to accept any Expression of Interest submitted.
4. Please ensure that you have read and understood the attached Conditions
RANGERS STATION, HALL LEYS PARK
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Conditions

1.

No Expression of Interest will be considered unless contained in an envelope
addressed to the Legal Services as detailed in the ‘Expression of Interest Procedure’,
which shall be securely sealed.

2.

Expressions of Interest shall arrive no later than noon on the expression of interest
closing date and until the time appointed for opening shall remain in the custody of the
Administration Manager.

3.

No responsibility will be accepted by the Derbyshire Dales District Council (“the
Council”) or its agents for any expenses incurred in submitting an Expression of
Interest.

4.

The Council does not bind itself to accept all or any expressions of interest and
reserves the right to negotiate with any party that expresses an interest including late
expressions of interest.

5.

The Council accepts no responsibility for any injuries sustained in inspecting the
property.

6.

The Council may enter into discussions with the parties that are interested in leasing
the building with a view to formalising. At this point references will be collected and a
credit check will be undertaken.
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Expression of Interest Form
I/We: (name) ______________________________________________
Of:

(if company please include company number)

________________________

Would be interested in leasing the whole of Rangers Station at Hall Leys Park for the
following use:

Do you have any relevant business experience?
No / Yes
If Yes, How much experience do you have? _____________
____________________________________________________________
Please attach any other information which you think may be of interest or in support
of your application including rent.

Contact for further enquiries –
Name: ____________________
Position in business: ______________
Telephone: ____________________
Email: _____________________________

Would you prepare to meet on site to discuss your requirement? Yes / No

Signed:
Signed by (name in block capitals):
Date:______________
Address: ________________________________
Postcode: _____________________________
Telephone: _____________________ Mobile: __________________
Email: _________________
Website: _________________
RANGERS STATION, HALL LEYS PARK
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Please use as Label for envelope to submit the Expression of Interest

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR RANGERS STATION
AT HALL LEYS PARK, MATLOCK
Derbyshire Dales District Council
Legal Services
Matlock Town Hall
Bank Road
Matlock
DE4 3NN
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Appendix 5

Expressions of Interest

AMMO STORE & PUTTING GREEN
HALL LEYS PARK
MATLOCK
Lease/Licence available

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
ARE INVITED BY
THURSDAY 20th DECEMBER 2018
Derbyshire Dales District Council
Estates & Facilities
Tel: 01629 761 233
estates@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
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BACKGROUND
The District Council is calling for Expressions of Interest for The Ammo Store and adjoining
land known as The Putting Green. Activities to be considered for lease or licence for these
areas must enhance the visitor experience to the park. For the avoidance of doubt, the supply
of refreshments will not be considered.

LOCATION
The building known as the ‘Ammo Store’ is in Hall Leys Park on the east boundary opposite
the Bowling Green as indicated by the red arrow in the plan below. It is between the café and
the boating lake. The ‘Putting Green’ is indicated by the green arrow in the plan below.
Hall Leys Park is in the town centre.
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THE AMMO STORE
The Ammo Store was constructed in 1940s. It is a rectangular building comprised of coursed
stone walls under a flat felt roof with an area of 27.1m2. It is has a door and two large
openings facing the park and two doors facing south. The inside is divided into three areas
and WC as in the table below.
Room
Large

Width (m)

Depth (m)

Area (m2)

5.66(Max)

2.7(max)

12.7

Medium

3.44

2.08

7.2

Small

2.09

2.08

4.3

2.7

0.99

2.7

WC

The area that can be used in conjunction with this building is known as The Putting Green
and can be used for activities in conjunction with this building that are compatible with
enhancing the visitor experience to the park. It is a large relatively flat grassed area and in an
attractive position near the bandstand.
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HALL LEYS PARK
Hall Leys Park was originally acquired in 1898 and extended in 1908. It was officially opened
as a park and pleasure grounds in 1911 to celebrate the Coronation of King George V. In
2002 the park was awarded a Heritage Lottery Grant of over £3 million to upgrade the park
and preserve its historic fabric.
In 2017 Hall Leys Park gained its 10th consecutive Green Flag award from the Keep Britain
Tidy Group. Green Flag Awards recognise and reward the best parks in the country and Hall
Leys Park stood out after impressing the judges with its excellent use of green space, wellmaintained facilities and high standard of safety and security.

Although there are no statistics are available it is a well frequented park both by locals and
well visited by tourists.
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The facilities in the park, which vary through the year and attract local visitors and tourists
include •

children's play area with accessible play equipment and interactive wet play area

•

café with internal dining and takeaway facility

•

bowling green

•

children's boating lake

•

children's interactive wet play area

•

miniature railway

•

outdoor market

•

putting green

•

table tennis

•

a new multi-use games area (MUGA)

•

skateboard park

•

tennis courts

•

formal rose garden with open pavilion

•

well surfaced paths with plenty of benches

•

green open spaces and established trees providing year round interest

The park is a regular venue for major events, competitions and festivals including a weekend
Victorian Christmas Market which is a major attraction. There is also a modern well managed
public convenience.

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
The Council is seeking Expressions of Interest from businesses, charities or special interest
groups that may be interested in occupying the Ammo Store to provide an additional activity,
service, or facility which is educational and enhances visitor facilities in this vibrant park. The
Park already has an excellent café and ice cream franchises so the supply of food, drink and
ice creams will not be considered.
A wide range of uses will be considered. The Putting Green land would be available to
supplement any activity offered at the Ammo Store. The only restrictions are that it must be
compatible with other park activities.
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VIEWING
Please visit the park to appreciate what it has to offer. If you wish to view the Ammo Store
please contact Estates Section, Derbyshire Dales District Council to arrange.

OUTLINE PROCESS
Expressions of Interest should be presented using the form attached.
The closing date for Expressions of Interest is 12 noon on Thursday 20th December 2018.
Please read the ‘Expressions of Interest Procedure’ below for details of how it should be
submitted.
The Council will consider those received by this date and enter into a negotiation with those
that are of interest.

CONTACT / FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information please contact: Estates Section, Derbyshire Dales District Council

Tel: 01629 761 233

estates@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

IMPORTANT NOTICE
All proposals made will be subject to further detailed negotiations and subject to contract, and
the Council may decide not to pursue negotiations in relation to all or any of the proposals,
which it may receive or may decide to invite other proposals.
The Council will not be liable for any inaccuracy in these particulars nor for any costs, fees
and expenses incurred in viewing the sites, in preparing and submitting proposals or in
undertaking any negotiations with the Council.
None of the matters in these particulars, or in any proposals, which may be made, will
constitute an agreement or collateral contract with the Council.

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST PROCEDURE
1. Expressions of Interest must be submitted in writing on the attached ‘Expression of
Interest’ form. All sections of this form should be completed. It must be returned by 12.00
Noon on 20th December 2018.
2. Expressions of Interest must be returned to Derbyshire Dales District Council, Legal
Services, Town Hall, Bank Road, Matlock, DE4 3NN. You should cut out and affix the
address label at the end of this document to your own envelope prior to posting or
delivering by hand.
3. The Council is not bound to accept any Expression of Interest submitted.
4. Please ensure that you have read and understood the attached Conditions
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Conditions

1.

No Expression of Interest will be considered unless contained in an envelope
addressed to the Legal Services as detailed in the ‘Expression of Interest Procedure’,
which shall be securely sealed.

2.

Expressions of Interest shall arrive no later than noon on the expression of interest
closing date and until the time appointed for opening shall remain in the custody of the
Administration Manager.

3.

No responsibility will be accepted by the Derbyshire Dales District Council (“the
Council”) or its agents for any expenses incurred in submitting an Expression of
Interest.

4.

The Council does not bind itself to accept all or any expressions of interest and
reserves the right to negotiate with any party that expresses an interest including late
expressions of interest.

5.

The Council accepts no responsibility for any injuries sustained in inspecting the
property.

6.

The Council may enter into discussions with the parties that are interested in leasing
the building with a view to formalising. At this point references will be collected and a
credit check will be undertaken.
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Expression of Interest Form
I/We: (name) ______________________________________________
Of:

(if company please include company number)

________________________

Would be interested in leasing the whole of Ammo Store at Hall Leys Park for the
following use:

Do you have any relevant business experience?
No / Yes
If Yes, How much experience do you have? _____________
____________________________________________________________

Please attach any other information which you think may be of interest or in support
of your application including rent.
Contact for further enquiries –
Name: ____________________
Position in business: ______________
Telephone: ____________________
Email: _____________________________

Would you prepare to meet on site to discuss your requirement? Yes / No

Signed:
Signed by (name in block capitals):
Date:______________
Address: ________________________________
Postcode: _____________________________
Telephone: _____________________ Mobile: __________________

Email: _________________
Website: _________________
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Please use as Label for envelope to submit the
Expression of Interest

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR AMMO STORE AT
HALL LEYS PARK, MATLOCK
Derbyshire Dales District Council
Legal Services
Matlock Town Hall
Bank Road
Matlock
DE4 3NN

BACK TO AGENDA
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